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“Perform”
• Verb Carry out, accomplish, or fulfil (an action, task, or function):

Synonyms carry out, do, execute, discharge, bring about, bring off,
accomplish, achieve, fulfil, complete, conduct, effect, dispatch, work,
implement

• Adverb [no object, usually with adverbial] Work, function, or do
something well or to a specified standard.

“Performance”
• Process of performing a task or function: Synonyms carrying out,

execution, discharge, conducting, conduct, effecting, accomplishment,
achievement, completion, fulfilment, dispatch, implementation



Performance Psychology
• ….is a branch of applied

psychology that focuses
upon the factors that allow
individuals, teams, and
groups to achieve their
aims. It engages the
performer on how to be
successful by developing the
power of the mind and to
practice mental skills
training in their daily lives







Sports Psychology
• Champion psychology – counterproductive for the majority

• Sports people trained to take total responsibility for outcome - winning or
losing

• “No points for winning”

• Change in mindset – to process focus

• What do sports people have control of? preparation, attitude, decision
making, execution

• “I can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can't accept not
trying.”

Michael Jordan



Focus on Process
• Aim for a Standard of Performance

(which is absolute) vs winning
(which is relative to others).

• “Process” of improvement leads to
“result” of victory and not vice-
versa.

• Focus on processes that produces
results and not on results.

• Promotions/wins/sales quotas (and
HbA1c) are results, they do not
provide information about
performance. It’s important to dig
into performance to find truth
hidden behind these results.



Diabetes Burnout
Bill Polonsky - Diabetes Burnout: What to do When You Can’t Take it Anymore.

• Diabetes burnout is a state of emotional exhaustion caused by the continuous distress of (and efforts to
self-manage) diabetes. Typically, the individual feels that, despite their best efforts, their blood glucose
levels are unpredictable and disappointing. This often leads to feelings of failure and helplessness.
Burnout people just “can’t be bothered” anymore.

• These individuals are often described by health professionals as being “difficult”, “non-adherent”,
“hopeless” or “unmotivated”, while actually they are really struggling with the relentlessness of managing
a lifelong condition.

• Signs of diabetes burnout are disengagement from self-care tasks (e.g. skipping or omitting insulin
injections or missing medications, giving up blood glucose monitoring, unhealthy or uncontrolled eating,
risk taking behaviours, not attending clinic consultations).

• If and when someone with diabetes burnout attends the consultation, they are rarely open to any advice
for change you may offer: “I have tried that before but it did not work…”; “I stopped doing fingerpricks,
because I know my blood sugar will be too high anyway”.

• This disengagement from self-care increases their fears of developing chronic complications because they
do understand the importance of diabetes self-care for their long term health, but they feel unable to take
control. “They are at war with their diabetes – and they are losing”







Counterproductive….?



• How much control
does someone with
type 1 diabetes have
over their blood
glucose?

• What, in addition to
carbohydrates and
insulin, affects blood
glucose?











Reflection
• Are we outcome focussed or process focussed?

• Where does that mindset come from?

• (As in life) failure is not defined by an undesired
outcome but by lack of effort, poor attitude and
/ or bad choices.
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